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2019 prelims in line or even on top of estimates – company
to benefit in current environment from solid and conservative approach – rating up to Buy after slump in share price
Today, the company released the 2019 preliminary numbers, which
were in line with our expectations and in some key numbers even on
top. Revenues increased by almost 5% from Euro 87m to Euro 91m, driven by new investments and indexation. This led to a NOI of Euro 75m
and a NOI-margin of more than 82%. The revaluation result was at more
than Euro 22m. Interest expenses once again came down from Euro 15.6m in 2018 to Euro -15.0m in 2019. All in all, the firm's EBT hiked by
10% from Euro 71.2m to Euro 78.3m. Adjusted for revaluation gains, this
number still hiked by more than 8% from Euro 51.7m to Euro 56.0m. The
bottom line rose by more than 9% from Euro 59.9m to Euro 65.4m. The
cash driven FFO increased by a strong 8% from Euro 45.3m to Euro
48.9m. This translates into Euro 1.77 per share and is thus on top of our
estimate of Euro 1.75. The management will propose a dividend of 70
cents per share, an about 8% increase to last year's 65 cents and also on
top of our expectation of 68 cents. This is already the eleventh consecutive dividend increase (+250% since 2008) and a good signal to the market of the firm's solidity and sustainable growth approach.
The portfolio of the company stands at 109 objects with almost 1.2 million sqm and a very low vacancy rate of only 1%. In 2019 the company
again successfully completed some own developments with an investment volume of Euro 41m, adding net rent of Euro 3.2m at a high yield
of almost 8%. Further completions with a rental area of almost 100k sqm
are to come in 2020, which are already fully let and will further lift the
firm's income. The EPRA NAV per share increased year-over-year by almost 10%, from Euro 20.30 to Euro 22.23.
As for the current Corona situation, we believe that the firm will reap
the benefits from its always solid and conservative approach in terms
of operations and on the financing side. With a very low vacancy rate of
only 1%, the focus on logistics that makes up for almost 70% of the portfolio and an additional 15% in retail which is to most parts supermarkets
and other suppliers that are currently in high demand, as well as no bullets in the financing structure, we currently evaluate to possible impact
of the pandemic on the firm's operations as limited. Also in terms of the
progress of the current development projects we as of today expect a
timely completion. The equity ratio of 42.5% and the LTV of 51.0% at
year-end are also at a very comfortable level.
For the current year the company expects revenues in a range of Euro
91m to Euro 97m, an adjusted EBT between Euro 55m to Euro 59m,
and a FFO between Euro 48m and Euro 52m. Our now slightly more
cautious estimates are now more or less in the mid range of the given
guidance instead of at the top end. All in all this has no material impact
on our valuation, however, and with our above discussed low risk
evaluation of VIB, we stick to our Euro 29.00 target price. Due to the
losses of the overall stock markets, which also became visible in the
VIB share, the current upside is at about 28%. Thus, we lift our rating
from Hold to Buy. The annual report will be published on 30 April.
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SWOT Analysis


VIB has a total of 109 commercials with a rental area of almost 1,200,000 sqm. The
properties are mainly located in the economically strong Southern Germany, resulting in a very stable cash income. In 2019, the FFO surged by 8% to almost Euro 49m
and is guided to a range of Euro 48m to Euro 52m in 2020.



The strategy is clearly long-term-oriented with a Buy-and-Hold or Build-and-Hold
strategy. In time of low yields it is more oriented on own developments to grow. The
tenant structure divided out in the Top 10 tenants standing for about 45% of the rental income.



A very low EPRA vacancy rate of about 1.0% at present compared to 1.8% at yearend 2015. In addition, the portfolio is widely spread over various sectors and therefore less affected by an economic shortfall. The average rental yield is at high 6.92%
at FY 2019 and the firm’s LTV ratio stands at healthy 51.0%.



VIB’s successful approach and sound track record of further expanding the portfolio
size by carefully analyzing given investment opportunities, either existing properties
to buy or land sites for in-house developments.



In-depth and careful planning of in-house development as exemplified by the recent
logistics development in the Interpark commercial centre which has been completed
within the time as scheduled and fully leased up already much time in advance of
scheduled date of completion.



Predictability of future earnings is high due to long-term rental agreements for the
majority of portfolio (~ 44% with long-term rental contracts at FY 2019).



The average duration of rental agreements amounts to 5.3 years at FY 2019. Furthermore, tenants have a high degree of creditworthiness (Rudolph Group, GeisIndustrie, Audi, BayWa, DehnerGartenfachmärkte).



The firm successfully placed three mandatory convertible bonds at 4.5% / 4.0% interest with institutional investors, a Euro 17m issue in Dec. 2012 and a Euro 26m issue
in November 2013, and Euro 33m in Dec. 2014.

Weaknesses



Demand for attractive logistics and retail properties has significantly increased, also
due to the low interest environment. Acquiring properties at yields of more than
7.0% is becoming increasingly difficult but the last news underlined the company’s
ability to buy or develop the “right” assets.

Opportunities



VIB consequently reengineers its financing by fixing the currently favorable interestrate level by medium-term forward agreements. The current average interest rate
came down to 2.10%, after 2.55% in 2017 and 2.33% at FY 2018 and should further
decline in the current FY 2020.



The firm placed a Euro 42.5m promissory note in April 2019 at a very low rate of
1.03%. The Euro 70m bonded loan issued in Sept. 2016 with an interest of only 1.27%
(10 years) and even 0.7% (7 years) is another highlight of the debt side.



In the face of growing challenges with regard to acquiring high quality German real
estate at attractive prices, VIB can largely benefit from its in-house development operations in order to further strengthen its portfolio in terms of size and quality, for
example the two new Kösching developments in 2017.



In case of a sustained recession, portfolio vacancy rate might not remain at the negligibly low level of 1.0% and estimated rental values with prospective tenants potentially will be agreed at lower levels. A subsequent negative impact on the portfolio,
leading to valuation losses, would burden the P&L.

Strengths

Threats
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Please note:
The share price mentioned in this report is from 24 March 2020. VIB Vermögen AG mandated SRC Research for covering the VIBshare.
Disclaimer © 2020: This equity research report is published by: SRC-Scharff Research und Consulting
GmbH, Klingerstr. 23, D-60313 Frankfurt, Germany (short name: SRC Research). All rights reserved.
Although we feel sure that all information in this SRC report originates from carefully selected sources with
high credibility, we cannot give any guarantee for accuracy, trueness and completeness. All opinions quoted
in this report give the current judgement of the author which is not necessarily the same opinion as SRCScharff Research und Consulting GmbH or another staff member. All the opinions and assessment made in
this report may be changed without prior notice. Within the scope of German regulative framework the
author and SRC-Scharff Research und Consulting GmbH do not assume any liability for this document or its
content being used. This report is solely for information purposes and does not constitute a request or an
invitation or a recommendation to buy or sell any stock that is mentioned here. Private clients should obtain
personal advice at their bank or investment house and should keep in mind that prices and dividends of
equities can rise and fall and that nobody can give a guarantee of the future development of equities. The
author of this report and the SRC-Scharff Research und Consulting GmbH commit themselves on a unsolicited basis to having no long or short-positions in equities or derivatives related to equities mentioned in
this report.
Reproduction, distribution or publishing this report and its content as a whole or in parts is only allowed
with approval of SRC management written form. With acceptance of this document you agree with all regulations mentioned here and all general terms and conditions you will find at anytime at our website
www.src-research.de.
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